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Repair Price List!!
Prices listed are generalized.  Upon receiving your order we will contact you with any pricing changes or concerns 
about your specific jewelry item(s).  In store pre-repair estimate valid over list prices.  Prices do not include sales tax.* !!
Minimum Repair Order!
We have a minimum repair order total of $10.  This is an order total not an individual charge per item. !!
Stone Replacement!
round rhinestone up to 4.9mm - $1-5 / stone!
round rhinestone 5mm+ - $5+/ stone!
fancy shapes (baguette /marquis/square/ pear/ etc. ) - $5+/stone  depending on color & size!
marcasite / pearl / semiprecious & precious stones - in store estimate needed!
diamond - in store estimate needed!!
Soldering!
basic solder (have all pieces)! - $10/ per!
jump ring solder - $5/per! !
Gold / Silver / Platinum - in store estimate needed!!
Earring Conversion Options!
standard solder - $20 / 10*!
omega solder - $25 / 15*!
standard glue - $15 / 10*!
omega glue - $20 / 15*!
add french hooks - $15 / 10*!
add lever backs - $20 / 10*!
add clip or screwback surmount! $20 / 10*!
*Earrings purchased from RR will be converted at a discount from our standard rate.!!
Brooches!
new pin back glue - $15+!
new hinge or catch solder - $15 / per!
pin stem - $8!
bakelite / celluloid inset style backs - in store estimate needed!!
Restringing!
basic restring - $20 +  !
knotted restring - $35+ !
leather or cord - $15+ !
elastic - $10+/strand!!
Clasps!
spring ring - $8! ! !
lobster claw - $10+!
toggle / pearl clasp  - $10+!
Magentic clasp - $10+ !
Gold / Platinum  - in store estimate needed!!
Other Repairs!
If you do not see your specific type of repair listed here please contact us.  We offer many customized repair services 
for all types of vintage jewelry and accessories.  !!
* If you are a wholesale client please supply us with your current resellers certificate for your state to avoid 
paying Washington State sales tax. 


